Descending-SHIP2-mediated radiosensitivity enhancement through PI3K/Akt signaling pathway in laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma.
Laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma (LSCC) is the major type of laryngeal carcinoma. SHIP2 plays a critical role in malignant tumors and is associated with activation of PI3K/Akt signaling pathway. Here, we aimed to explore the impacts of SHIP2 on LSCC Hep-2 cells and the relationship between SHIP2 and radiotherapy. SHIP2 knockdown impairs cell proliferation, invasion, migration and promotes cell apoptosis in this study, suggesting the oncogenic role of SHIP2 in laryngeal cancer. Radiation not only has the similar effect on laryngeal cancer as SHIP2 knockdown, but also causes significant cell cycle G2 arrest, all of which can be significantly enhanced by SHIP2 knockdown. This enhancement effect cause by SHIP2 knockdown derive from the inactivation of PI3K/Akt signaling pathway along with its downstream proteins. Our finding revealed a novel mechanism for sensitivity to radiotherapy caused by SHIP2 knockdown that called descending-SHIP2-mediated radiosensitivity enhancement (DSMRSE).